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Dear comrades,

As the writer Indicates this paper was submitted too late for the internal bulletins.

We winder why? Obviously these ideas didn't appear over-night in his head.Th{a^are long 

held views.The only reason this article was suppressed by the writer^because he was 

afraid of the party members.Like all cowards he sent in the article when he thought 

there would be no scrutiny. He intended it as a "cheap shot" against the leaders and S#f) f 

members of the partyr^&e NSC felt that it would have some value if it saw the light 

of day.A convention resolution calling for a continuance of internal belletins provides 

a good outlet for these ideas. One might say that these ideas are the logical conclusion 

of revisionism.^ttached to the article is the pedestrian attempt by these two 

to disrupt the convention. Rejected by party members they went outside the party to 

organise against it. Their political line Internally and externally smack of the 

usual anti-party rituals.

since the convention both Dennis and Bruce have been expelled from the party. However, 

many of their ideas abound to some degree among most of us. And so, it is by negative 

example that we feel this piece is of value. (Another long piece by Bruce is incomprehensible 

therefor we are sparing the party.However, the ideas are the same as in this one by

j^nnis.) 1 r NSC.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE PARTY CONVENTION 

submitted by Dennis King, West Side club (N.Y.j

I disagree with the basic thrust of the convention discussion 
bulletins. The "rightwing drift", if it exists at all, is not the main 
problem in the current period. It is being emphasized with increasing 
hysteria because our leaders and members are afraid to deal with the 
really urgent dangers that threaten our party with extinction.

These dangers are sectarianism and inner-party bureaucracy.
Because of these twin problems PL is not growing in influence among 

the masses. And the quality of its internal life has sharply 
declined (as proven, among other things, by the lack of creative 
analysis in the convention bulletins so far). . ,.A

A communist party can only follow a mistaken path for * . it
period before quantity changes into quality. Either it corrects it 
erroneous tactics or an irremedial degeneration sets in. PL ^  
getting close to that point of no return. Our convention can either 
enthrone sectarianism and bureaucracy as permanent fixtu^s Uhich 
w i n  crobablv kill the party), or carry out a far-reaching transior 
ation^of our program, our mas4 work, our party structure, our press, 
and°of the^ngrained habits and mentality of our leaders and members^ 
the narrowmindedness, arrogance and fear that keep the majority 
of our members isolated from the masses, and the majority of our 
leaders isolated fra both from the masses and from the party
rank-and-file. __ ____ _________ _________

The following are the most essential points on which the convention 
should act«

1. Overcome sectarianism in relation to our united front work.

The main resources of our party at present are going into building 
parallel organizations! our own party-led pseudo-mass movements such 
as WAM and SDS (the post-split SDS). In spite of large sums of money 
and herculean energies being spent on conventions for these organiza
tions, they remain--and will always remain— mere front groups, outside 
the mainstream of the class struggle and with no real life apart from 
their party nursemaids. The conventions and demonstrations held by 
these groups— and the leaflets and newspapers issued in their name—  
spin a web of illusion. PL members are enabled to say, "we pulled 
out 700 people for the latest WAM convention,".— but how much is this 
really worth? The CP, SWP, and Labor Committee all claim equal or 
greater numbers for their front group conventions. Meanwhile, there 
is a mass movement out in the mainstream of American^society^ 
comprising millions of working people. Where are we in relation 
to it? The minor advantage of conducting agitation through our 
front groups is more than offset by the disadvantages! they have 
become an out-and-out diversion from the real task of burrowing 
into the already^existing mass organizations in American society 
— the unions, churches, neighborhood political clubs, parents 
associations, daycare centers, pressure groups, etc. which already 
embody (in spite of bad leaders) the reform aspirations of the 
people.

WAM and SDS, in comparison to this vast mass movement, are 
inconsequential. Worse, they are a diversion and an illusion. I 
propose that we abolish kkx them and throw our main energies into 
the already existing center-right (mainstream) organizations and 
movements.




